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Romano, M., De Santis
Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal

Montréal, Canada

DeSantis@auto.polymtl.ca

0. Summary.

A tuning method based on a novel 2 degrees of freedom PID controller with a

dual loop form and which can be used in conjunction with and as a completion of

currently available tuning procédures is proposed. The idea is to modify the gains

provided by thèse procédures so as to improve process-disturbance response while

preserving process-setpoint response procured by the original gains. Application

modalities and ensuing benefits are illustrated by applying the method to a number of

plants with high order dynamics, signifîcant dead times and non minimum phase

behaviour.

Keywords: PID, disturbance, industrial controller, dual loop, inner loop, tuning, 2

degrees of freedom, non minimum phase.
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l. Introduction

Structural simplicity and large adaptability of usage, intuitive and continuously

improved understanding of opération, and a generally adéquate performance make a PID

(proportional+integral+derivative) the most popular among currently adopted industrial

process controllers (figures l, 2). Thèse properties, somehow intrinsic to the very

nature of the PID concept, are also in part tributary of relentless efforts directed at

transfemng into PID technology novel ideas and techniques as soon as they have

become available. Considérable from the very first inception of the PID (e.g., Minorski

1937, Smith 1936, Ziegler Nichols 1943), a number of récent events reveal thèse efforts
»
"'» ' .f * *

to remain as intense as ever at the présent time. It suffices to consider the publication of

the Computing and Control Engineering journal spécial édition on PID tuning methods

(Anon 1999), the well attended IFAC workshop on Past Présent and Future of PED

Controiïers (Quevedo and Escobet 2000), and the Control Engineering Practice journal

spécial issue on PID Controllers (Astrom Quevedo and Escobet 2001).

One of the main justifications for this çontinuing interest is that tuning a PID,

still involves costs and start up times that can be further reduced, it may still lead to a

process response that can be considerably enhanced, and it may still leave uncertainties

about quality oftuning outcome that can be removed. Among a variety of avenues to

bring about thèse improvements, is the replacement of a standard PED with a two degrees

offreedom (2DOF) controller stmcture (figure 3a, Horowitz 1963, Tagushi&alias 1987,

Hiroi 1992, Wu Yu Cheng 2001, Astrom and Hagglund 2001). The interest of this

structure is that it is made ofthe sériai composition oftwo PIDs. As a conséquence, the

tuning objective can be pursued in a de-coupled fashion with gains of a first PED being

tuned to optimize response to disturbance, and gains ofthe second to optimize setpoint

response. Recently, a somewhat différent approach in this same direction has been

proposed in the context ofspeed drives and position serves (DeSantis 1994). According

to this approach, a standard PID is interprétée as (rather than replaced by) a 2DOF

controller, and the 2DOF controller under considération is given by the parallel (rather

than sériai) composition of two PIDs (figure 3b). This interprétation has led to the

émergence of a dual loop PID fonn for speed drives and position servos that is

ûmctionally équivalent to the standard PID and which at the same time enjoys a
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considerably higher degree of de-coupling between response to disturbance and setpoint

response (DeSantis 1996).

The objective of the présent paper is to extend application of this alternative

2DOF approach from the context of speed drives and position servos to more général

plants characterized by a transport delay (as found, for example, in the température and

product concentration control of chemical reactors), unstable modes (as in magnetic

levitation Systems), or by an inverse response (as found, for example, in angular speed

control ofhydro-electric turbines). For a more spécifie explanation ofintent, the reader is

invited to move fonvard to figures 5-9, where process responses to a stepoint change and

to an extemal disturbance ifi correspondence to two sets of PID gains. Ko and KM are

given. Observe that while the setpoint responses are very similar for the two sets of gains,

responses to disturbance obtained with KM are considerably better than responses with

Ko. Be advised tihat gains Ko are obtained by applying PID tuning procédures that are

among the most popular and the most effective currently available procédures. The

objective ofthis paper is to propose a tuning procédure to systematically modify Ko so

as to obtainKM.

This objective will be pursued by fîrst characterizing similarities and différences

between standard and dual loop PID forms (section 2). Then, by unveiling the spécial de-

coupling properties of the dual loop fonn (section 3) and by developing a technique by

which thèse properties can be advantageously applied in concert with most of the

available tuning procédures (section 4). Application of this technique is subsequently

demonstrated in conjunction with a number of examples involving from both classical

and récent tuning procédures (section 5). Finally, practical issues conceming real time

implementation in an industrial environment are discussed (section 6).
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2. Standard and dual-loop PID forms

An important rôle in the présent development is played by the PID configuration

in figure 4. This configuration is called a Dual-loop PDD fonn (PID_DL) because given

by the parallel composition offrwo PDDs. A first PID, referred to as the "inner loop PID",

is identical to a standard PD3; a second PED, referred to as the "outer loop PID", is

reminiscent ofPIDs considered in sliding mode developments (Slotine 1984, DeSantis

1988, 1989, Yeung and alias 1993). In spite ofthe apparent greater complexity relative

to a standard PID, and in contrast to classical 2DOF PID proposed by other authors

(including Horowitz 1963, Hiroi 1986, 1992), any standard PID can be given a PBD-

DL form, and conversely. In particular, any PID-DL fonn with iimer loop gains ki >, ,

kz, ka, and k4, and outer loop gains k5, a^, ai and ao, is fùnctionally équivalent to a

standard PID form of which the gains are given by: ki == ki+ aik5, kz = kz+a2k5, k3 =

ka+k5, k4 = k4+(a-ai)k5.

The motivation for representing a standard PDD with a PID-DL controller is that

the double-loop structure of the PD3-DL suggests a différent way of tuning a PD3

that is somewhat complementary to what is currently done (De Santis 1994, 1996). To

see this différence, observe that the control provided by a standard PED is the sum of

contributions proportional to the error and its derivative and intégral. By contrast, the

control provided by a PID-DL is the sum of a component that is the output of the inner

loop PED plus a comportent that is the output ofthe outer loop PDD. The first component

is identical to the control provided by a standard PID; the second component is made to

be proportional to the "error residue" and (as it will be demonstrated in the following

sections) enjoys the remarkable property not to influence the setpoint response provided

by the first component. Because ofthis property, tuning a PBD-DL can be carried out by

following a de-coupled two step approach. In a first step inner loop PŒ) gains are tuned

for best setpoint response. In a second step, the outer loop PID is introduced and its gains

are tuned for best response to disturbance. As it tums out, this latter tuning boils down to

simply tuning gain k5 and can be considerably simplifîed by exploiting the spécial

monotonic properties that characterize influence of k5 over response to disturbance.
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3. Properties of the PID-DL form

Consider a plant equipped with a dual loop PID of which outer loop PID gains

are zéro. Assume the inner loop PID to have been tuned so as to procure a satisfactory

setpoint response and assume this response to be described by the transfer function

._^),_C[i^d- (3.1)
P,(s) ~ ^jl+a,s+a^s2^

where the symbols Py and Ps denote, respectively, process variable and setpoint. With

référence to figures l and 4, it follows from this assumption that the influence of a

control-input équivalent disturbance (denoted with the symbol Pi) over the pnocess

variable Py can be described by

^:=^.-_4^)—_. (3.2)
P,(s) (kj + kfS)[l + ajS + a^s2

To improve process response to disturbance, we select the outer loop PŒ) gains

so as to complément the inner loop PID action with a supplementary action. Au,

proportional to the intégral of the error residue. The error residue is defined as the

différence between actual value of Py and the value that Py would have in the absence of

the disturbance. More precisely,

residue error ;= P, - ps + aop ~alpv ~ pv (3.3)

a,

and therefore

a/pv+ \(P.-P^-aoPs
intégral ofresidue en or := Py + —-——J ——-. (3.4)

a,

Taking into account That (from figure 4)

Au=k, {-a^-a,P,+aA+J(P^)dt} (3.5)

it follows that for Au to be proportional to the intégral ofthe error residue it is sufficient

to select

a^a^, ai=a? ao=Cto, and k, >0 (3.6)
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which gives

Au = -Laplace\k,(a,P, + a/P, + \(P, - PJdt - a,P^

= -^- {fc^2 + a/^ + 1)P, - (a^s + 1)P,}

p . p
Let us now analyze the modifications to transfer functions —v- and -v- that have

p. p.s *(

been produced by the introduction ofouter loop PID gains as in (3.6). For the transfer

function between Py and Ps observe that the second order hypothesis described by (3.1)

implies

.PAS) _ s {CCyS+lY- • . • ^

Au{s) {kj + (k, + k^s) (a^s2 + a,s + 1)

It follows

p.=^(aos+l). ,^-^ . /,'.,_ .^^(aos+l). .^ (3.9)
(a^ +a,s+l) s (kj + (k, + k^}s) (a^s' + a,s +1)

hence

s (a^s +1) \k, ^ 2 ..... un /..._. uni . ran-y + l)
p. = --;—^—l T°" ' "/ . -<! •":l('û'2^2 + o'/'s' + 1)P^ - (ot-os + ^p. \ + , 'T0" ' '/ ,,.
lv- (k,+(k,+k,)s)(a,s2+a,s+l)\s * ^ ' ^ "/'v l ^ ' '^'J ' (a,s2 +a,s+l)'

(3.10)

This last équation implies

' k,(aoS+l) ] | ^Yo'o^+7^ ] fa^+7^_
(k, + (k, + k,)s}}' v [' ' (k, + (k, + k,)s)}(a/ + a,s +1) ~s

and therefore

^..^=, {aas+l) ,,. (3.12)
'lc~P,(s)~(a,sl+a,s+l~)

Fie being identical to Fio means that the introduction ofthe non-zero gains in the outer

1nnp PTD has proclncecl the same SRtpoint response as when thèse same gains are equal

to zéro.

To obtain the transfer function between process variable Py and disturbance Pi the

équation to be considered is
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p = s (aps+l) p ^ s (aps+l)

(kj+ (k, + k^ )s) (a^s2 + a,s + l) (kj + (k, + k^ )s) (a^s2 + a,s + l)

(3.13)

where,

Au=-k5-(a,s2 +a,s+l)P,. (3.14)
.y

It follows

^ k,(aos+]) ] ^ (aps+l) p
(k,+(k,+k,)s)yv (k,+(k,+k,)s)(a,s2+a,s+l)^

hence

p k,+(k,+k,)s ,/ , , _ (aos+l) p (3j6)
" (kj + ky + (kj +k^+ ayk^ )s) (kj + (k, + k^ )s) (a^s1 + a,s + l)

One can therefore conclude that

Y2C = n == 7 ^ •y^-^20

(

(3.17)

where FÇs), (in classical studies referred to as the sensitivity réduction operator,

Horowitz 1963, Cruz 1973), is givenby

r(s)=-. — ^+(k'+k^s ^ _. (3.18)
(kj +k^+ (k, +k,+ a^ )s)

4. Tuning a standard PID using a Dual Loop form

The implications of the above development over tuning can be formalized in

tenus of the following statements.

Statement l: For the feedback System to remain stable after the introduction ofthe non-

zéro outer loop gains it is necessary and sufficient that

k^+k,+ayk,>0. (4.1)

This condition is aîways satisfied for mimmum phase plauis (uo>0). Il is - conditionally

k, + k,
satisfîed for non minimum phase plants (ao<0), in which case one needs kj ^ - / ''

Statement 2: Provided that (3.6) is satisfîed and that stability condition (4.1) holds:

a,
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i. introduction of the outer loop PID does not influence the response to setpoint

obtained in its absence;

ii. introduction ofthe outer loop PID modifies response to disturbance obtained

in its absence. This modification is a fùnction ofthe spectral components ofthe

disturbance;

iii. response to disturbance improves for those disturbance components ofwhich the

frequency satisfies the condition

k,+(kj+k,)jû}
<1\ (4.2)

\(k, +k, +(k, +k,+ a,k,)ja)\

it détériorâtes otherwise.

Statement 3: For minimum phase plants:

i. condition (4.2) is satisfied for all spectral components ofthe disturbance;

ii. feedback System response to disturbance improves monotonically with increasing

k5;

iii. for an assignée value of k5, disturbance attenuation as a function of disturbance

k,
spectral components varies monotonically from——J-,—^ for low frequency to

/ 4 ^ — : for high frequency.
(k,+k,+a^)

Statement 4: For non minimum phase plants:

i. condition (4.2) is no longer satisfîed for all spectral components of the

disturbance;

ii. response to disturbance low frequency spectral components improves

monotonically with increasing k5 ;

iii. for an assigned value of k5, response to disturbance improves in

correspondence to disturbance spectral components such that

,2, k,+2k,^ < —J • -^ —_ ; (4.3)
-ao(agk,+2(k,+kj)

it détériorâtes otherwise.

The above statements make it clear that tuning a PID with the soie objective of

optimizing setpoint response présents a level of diffïculty that is independent from
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whether a standard PED or a PDD-DL form is considered. At the same time, tuning a

PID with the objective ofoptimizing response to disturbance while preserving established

setpoint response, is a considerably simpler task if a dual loop PID rather than a

standard PID form is used.

A typical tuning approach commensurate with thèse observations would evolve

along the following three steps,

A. Tuning the inner loop PID

With outer loop gains equal to zéro, ki kz ka andk4 are determined with the intent

of optimizing setpoint response. This step would be carried out by adopting

whatever tuning procédure may be the most appropriatê on the basis ofpersohal

choice, current state of the art, or more simply pragmatic convenience, for the

spécifie plant under considération;

B. Tuning the outer loop PID

i. With inner loop gains ki kz ks and k4 as determined in step A, submit the

feedback System to setpoint step change and détermine parameters ao, ai and

a2 that make the transfer function

W,_(^±7L (4.4)
P/s) (a^s2 + a,s + 7)

best describe the feedback system setpoint response. Détermination of this 2"

order best approximant can be carried out by adopting standard parameter

identification techniques (Ljung 1999) ;

ii. With outer loop gains ao=ao, ai=ai, a^ = 0.2, submit the feedback system to

a séquence ofsetpoint step changes; after each test, gradually increase k5 up to the

point where setpoint response starts to no longer be satisfactory;

iii. Submit the feedback System to a disturbance test. Verifythat introduction ofthe

outer loop PID has indeed improved response to disturbance; in the négative,

reduce k5 down until this is indeed the case;

C. Computation ol the standard PID gains

The final gains ofthe standard PID are computed as follows

ki = ki+ aik5, k2 = k2+azk5, b = k3+k5, ki= k4+(ao-ai)k5 (4.5)
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An alternative and basically équivalent hining approach is obtained by replacing steps

B.ii and B.iii with the following

iï'. With outer loop gains ao== ao , ai==ai, â2 = as, submit the feedback System to a

séquence of disturbance-step tests; after each test, gradually increase k5 up to the

point where détérioration rather than improvement in response to disturbance is

obtained;

iii'. Verify that présence of the outer loop PED has not unduly affected setpoint

response; in the négative, reduce ks until setpoint response is acceptable.

Remark 4.1. In currently available 2DOF procédures, one fîrst tunes the internai PED to

optimize response to disturbance. Subsequently, the extemal PID is tuned to optimize

setpoint response while preserving established response to disturbance (Hiroi 1986,

1992). By contrast, in the proposed procédure, the two tuning objectives can be carried

out in an inverse order. One first tunes the inner loop PED to optimize setpoint response,

then the outer loop PID to optimize response to disturbance.

5. Simulation Examples

The results in sections 3 and 4, have been obtained under the explicit assumption

that closed loop process-setpoint and process-disturbance responses are described by

secondorder transfer fùnctions (équations (3.1) and (3.2)). In what follows it will be

investigated the extent within which thèse results remain meaningfùl in the context of

more général plants where closed loop responses can be only approximately described in

terms of second order transfer functions. Such an investigation will be carried out by

considering examples of plants that have already been used as test bench in

authoritative previous studies on the subject, and which therefore appear particulariy

suitableto put the présent development into perspective relative tothestateofthe art.
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Example l: Use ofthe PID-DL form in conjunction with the classical tuning

procédures

In Ogunnaike and Ray 1994, methods proposed by Ziegler-Nichols (ZN), Cohen

Coon (CC) and the Internai Model Controller (IMC) method are applied to tune a PID in

correspondence to a plant described by the transfer fùnction

G^-=w=——^——. (5.1)
U(s) (l+2s)(J+4s)(]+6s)

In what follows we use the results reported in this référence to illustrate how our novel PBD

tuning procédure would be carried out in conjunction with thèse classical methods. .

A. Tuning the inner loop PID : By carrying out this step with the Ziègler-Nichols

method, as done in Ogunnaike and Ray 1994, p.354, gives the following inner loop

PDD gains

ki=l;k2=1.5;k3=.5;k4=166; (5.2)

B. Tuning the outer loop PID

i. submitting the feedback System with above inner loop PID gains to a setpoint step

gives the result in figure 5; using standard least square parameter optùnisation, we

find that the best 2"d order approximant 1/0 transfer function is described by

Jw £ ^ ^OIy + ^ ^ with ai = 2, az= 10.7, and ao = 0 (figure 5);
P,(s) (a^s2 +a,s +1

ii. introducing outer loop PBD gains ao= ao, ai=ai, 33 = «2, and k5= l and submitting

the feedback System to a setpoint step, no détérioration in process variable

response is observed; repeating the séquence ofincreasing k5 and implementing a

setpoint response test until process response is no longer satisfactory, leads to k5

=100 (figure 5);

iii. by submitting the feedback system to a disturbance test, one finds that the

introduction of the outer loop has produced a response to disturbance that is of

several order better than the one procured by the nriginal Ziegler-Nichols gains

(figure 5).

C. Computation ofthe PID final gains

The modified Ziegler-Nichols gains for the standard PD3 are
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\3 1^. —M] = 187, b - 10', fo =100.5, k4= -55 (5.3)

Remark 5.1. Application of the proposed procédure reveals that the original Ziegler-

Nichols gains can be considerably increased with no détérioration of response to setpoint

and with a remarkable improvement in response to disturbance. In particular, the intégral

square (ISE) produced by a disturbance step is reduced from a value of 4.8 to 2.5*10'5. In

practice, considérations other than optimization ofsetpoint and disturbance responses (e.g.:

robustaess to parameter variation), may suggest to settle for some smaller gain values. For

example, a fwo order of magnitude improvement in response to disturbance, without any

réduction in robustness tô paraïneter variation,' can be obtàined by simply setting k5 ==-3,

(which leads toki == 7, b = 33, ks =3.5, k4= -5.8).

Remark 5.2. Table l summarize results that one obtains by tuning the irmer loop PID

gains with the Cohen Coon or the Internai Model Control method instead of the Ziegler-

Nichols'. Similar results have been obtained by applying the procedire to all the other PID

examples considered in Ogunnaike and Ray 1994.

Gains

ki

k2

k3

k4

Overshoot, %

Settling time, sec

ISE due to a

disturbance sten

ZN

l

1.5

.5

.166

75

49

4.8

(7+2?)0

ModZN

187

'W
100.5

-55

36

48

2.5*10-5

6
+ 4s~)(l + 6s)

ce

1.15

1.2

.17

.166

80

80

4.82

ModCC

168

~w
90.17

-50.2

45

55

3.3*10"5

IMC

.55

.7

.03

.166

40

63

27.6

ModIMC

400.5

2.14*103

200

-400

36

48

2.5*10-5

Table l : PID gains via classical and modified-classical methods for plant in example l .
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Example 2: Use ofthe PID-DL form in conjunction with the tuning procédure

proposed by Qing-Guo Wang &alias 1999

In what follows we show how the properties of the dual loop PSD form would be

used in conjunction with the tuning method recently proposed by Qing-Guo Wang &alias

1999. We start by considering a plant described by the transfer fanction (example l in the

cited référence)

'~2S

G(.y):=-^w=—^ . (5.4)
" U(s) (s+3)5 •

A. Tuning the inner loop PID : Adopting as inner loop PID gains the values proposed

by Qing-Guo Wang&alias 1999 gives '.'"'..•

k,= 58.6; k;= 22; k, =49.7; k4=0. (5.5)

B. Tuning the outer loop PID

i. submitting the ensuing feedback System to a setpomt step gives the result in figure

6; using second order parameter optimisation, w e describe this response with

Q'
^-^s , V7°" ' '/ ^ where ai = 3.37, a2= 5.75, andao =-1.55;

P/s) {a^s2+a,s+l

ii. introducing outer loop PID gains ao= ao , ai=ai, 3.2 = a.z, and a small positive k5,

and submitting the feedback systëm to a setpoint step, no détérioration in the

process response is observed; repeating the séquence of increasing k5 and

implementing setpoint step test until the response begins to deteriorate, leads to

k5= 12.5 (figure 6);

iii. submitting the feedback System to a disturbance step, reveals that the

introduction of the outer loop has led to a response to disturbance that is

considerably better than the one procured by the original Qing-Guo Wang &alias

1999 method (figure 6); response to setpoint is practicaiïy the same as before.

C. Computation ofthe PID final gains

The final gains for the conventional PID are

ki = 100.72, b =93.87, b = 62.25, ^ -61.5. (5.6)
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Gains

Ki

Kz

Ks

K4

Overshoot, %

Settlmg time, sec

ISE due to a

disturbance step

e-55

(s+J)(s+5)z

QGW

2.7

6.4

21

0

12

5

18*10-2-

Mod QGW

52.5

22.9

51

-35.7

11

5.6

7*10'3

e-35

(s2 + 2s +3)(s+3)

QGW

3.88

2.15

5.34

0

3

5.3

1.1

Mod QGW

11.5

5.9

11.3

-10.3

3

5.8

A

e-'s

(s2+s+J)3(s+2)2

QGW

1.5

1.7

1.366

0

3

9

2.6

Mod QGW

5.36

5.6

3.066

-4.3

4

10

.84

Table 2: PID gains via Qing-Guo Wang and modified-Qing-Guo Wang methods (example

2)
Remark 5.3. Results better than or basically équivalent to the above are obtamed in the

context of all the other examples considered m Qing-Guo Wang &alias 1999. In

particular. Figure 7 illustrâtes results obtained in conjunction with the plant described by

.^CQ_ .5e-'5
the transfer function G (s) := Table 2 résumes results

U(s) [s2+s+])(.5s+l)

obtained in correspondence to all the other plants considered in the cited référence.

Identical conclusions would have been obtained had we worked out all thèse examples

using the tuning procédure proposed by Ho Hang and Cao 1994 (which is considered as

second term of comparison in Qing-Guo Wang &alias 1999).

Example 3: Use ofthe PID-DL form to enhance Ya-Gang Wang and Wen-Jian Cai

2001 tuning procédure

In what follows we show how our PID tuning procédure would be used in

conjuriction v/ith the method proposed by Ya-Gang Wang and Vy'rcn-Jian Cai 2001. Vv7e

start by considering a plant described by the b-ansfer function (the mam example in the

cited référence)
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^•=pv(s)= e~°'25

'(s):=U(s)=^s^ l:)-/

B. Tuning the inner loop PID : Adopting as inner loop PDD gains the values proposed

by Ya-Gang Wang and Wen-Jian Cai 2001 gives

k,= 3.03; k, =2.6; k, =2.53; k^=l (5.8)

B. Tuning the outer loop PID

iv. submitting the feedback System with thèse inner loop PID gains to a setpoint step

gives the result in figure 7; we find that the best 2nd order approximant .]/0 transfer
l

•w

fùnction is described by -A-z- s -7—V7 -\ wlth ai = -56, az = 1.3, and ao
P/s) (a^+ajS+1

=1.1;

v. introducing outer loop PID gains ao= ao , ai=ai, a.i = 0.2, and a small k5>0 and

submitting the feedback system to a setpoint step test, no détérioration in the

process variable response is observed; repeating the séquence of increasing k5

and implementing setpoint step test until process response is no longer

satisfactory, leads to k5 = 5 (figure 8);

vi. submitting the feedback System to a disturbance step, it is found that the response

is now considerably better than the one procured by the original Ya-Gang Wang

and Wen-Jian Cai 2001 gains (figure 8); once again, response to setpoint is

practically the same.

D. Computation ofthe PID ïïnal gains

The final gains for the conventional PID are

ki=5.8;k2=9;k3=7.5;k4=3.7. (5.9)

Remark 5.4. Results basically équivalent to the above are obtained in the context of the

e25

which is also considercd in Ya-Gang Wang and Wen-Jian Cal 2001. An
s(s+])

identical conclusion would hold if we had developed our example by considering the

Poulin and Pomerlau 1996 or the Tan and Tarn 1998 method instead ofthe method by

Ya-Gang Wang and Wen-Jian Cal 2001 (application of thèse three methods to the plant

described by eqn (5.7) are compared in the latter référence).
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Remark 5.5. It is illustrated in Ya-Gang Wang and Wen-Jian Cai 2001 that gains (5.8)

computed in correspondence to plant (5.7) also work satisfactorily for a parameter-

^-0.2s

perturbed plant described by G^(s) =— — — — ——. Figure 9 shows this robustness
sÇ.ls+l)(s+1.2)

property to also hold for PID gains (5.9).

Concluding Considérations

In analogy to traditional 2 degrees of freedom (2DOF) PID forms, the dual loop

PID. (figure 3, PDD-DL) provides a 2DOF PDD ofwhich the gains can»be tuned in a de-
w

coupled manner. More specifically, the inner loop PID is tuned to establish a desired

response to setpoint, the outer loop PED to optimize response to disturbance. Contrary to

traditional 2DOF PIDs, any industrial controller capable of fulfilling a function equal or

équivalent to a standard PID can benefit 'as is' from this PBD-DL property. Besides

theoretical justification and simulation results reported in the previous sections,

expérimental validation of the effectiveness of this technique is supportée! by results

obtained in conjunction with température and level control of an industrial water

réservoir and which are fully documented elsewhere (Comieles&alias 1997a, 1997b,

1997e). While further work in a real time industrial process environment is needed

before full potential of the proposed approach may be more decisively assessed, it is

expected that industrial implementation of the method can be carried out along identical

lines as illustrated in our simulated examples. This implementation can be carried out

without physically modifying the industrial controller, by taking advantage of whatever

tuning capabilities it may already come equipped with, and by requiring no additional

provision in relation to such aspects as anti-windup, bump-less transfer or

commissioning protocol. Application ofthe method can be envisioned as taking place in

a manual cut-and-try mode, an operator implemented-computer assistée! mode or in a

completely automated mode. Under most circumstances the benefît is attaimnent of

refined gain settings that considerably improve feedback response to exfema.l

disturbance without deteriorating the response to setpoint otherwise obtainable by

means ofthe original gain setting.
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Figures

l. Feedback System under study

2. Standard représentation ofan industrial PŒ)

3. Structure of2 degrees of freedom PIDs: a) classical 2DOF PID; b) a dual loop PID

4. Dual loop PID controller

5. Plant response as a fùnction ofouter loop PED gain k5 (example l)

6. Plant response as a ûinction ofouter loop PID gain k5 (example 2)

7. Parameter perturbed plant response as a function ofouter loop PID gain k5 (example

2)
8. Plant response as a function ofouter loop PÎD gain k5 (example 3)

9. Respouse ùfpeituiued plaut ai> a funuiion ofouier loop PID gain K5 (exampîe 3)
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Figure l : Feedback system under study

a b

Figure 2: a) A classical 2 degrees offreedom PID; b) A dual loop 2DOF PID
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